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Predictions of direct neutron capture are of vital importance for simulations of nucleosynthesis in
supernovae, merging neutron stars, and other astrophysical environments. We calculated direct cap-
ture cross sections using nuclear structure information obtained from a covariant density functional
theory as input for the FRESCO coupled reaction channels code. We investigated the impact of
pairing, spectroscopic factors, and optical potentials on our results to determine a robust method to
calculate cross sections of direct neutron capture on exotic nuclei. Our predictions agree reasonably
well with experimental cross section data for the closed shell nuclei 16O and 48Ca, and for the exotic
nucleus 36S. We then used this approach to calculate the direct neutron capture cross section on the
doubly magic unstable nucleus 132Sn which is of interest for the astrophysical r-process.

PACS numbers: 21.60.-n, 21.10.-k, 24.10.Jv, 21.10.Ma, 25.85.Ec

More than half of the elements heavier than iron owe
their cosmic origin to the rapid neutron capture pro-
cess (r-process). Here, high temperatures and neutron
densities enable sequences of successive neutron captures
to form nuclei near the neutron drip line which subse-
quently decay toward stability as the system expands and
cools [1, 2]. Core collapse supernovae [3] and merging
neutron stars [4] are the two leading sites for the r-
process. To simulate the nucleosynthesis occurring in
these systems, it is necessary to determine the rates of
neutron capture reactions on neutron-rich unstable nu-
clei. Capture rates on nuclei near closed neutron shells
are of particular importance, as they have been shown to
significantly influence predicted r-process abundances [5].

In light of the lack of experimental capture cross sec-
tions on the thousands of relevant unstable nuclei, theo-
retical estimates must be utilized to provide the necessary
input for r-process simulations. Statistical models are
often used for these estimates, wherein an average over
the contribution of individual resonances is made [6, 7].
To justify this averaging, there must be a sufficiently high
(∼ 10 levels / MeV) level density in the compound nu-
cleus at energies populated by the incident neutron [8].
Rather than requiring information on the location and
properties of individual levels for each nuclear species,
statistical model calculations utilize parameterized level
density formulae. For example, the popular Fermi Gas
model has a level density parameter proportional to the
nuclear mass [9]. Parameterized level information makes
the statistical approach well suited for global calcula-
tions; in fact, the community has relied on large-scale
statistical model calculations for decades to provide the
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overwhelming majority of neutron capture cross sections
for r-process studies [6].

Statistical models are, however, invalid when the
number of available states in the compound system is
relatively small. This is known to be the case for low mass
nuclei and those near closed shells. It is also thought to
be the case for nuclei far from stability [10–12]: approach-
ing the neutron drip-line, neutron separation energies de-
crease as do deformations, leading in both cases to a lower
level density. In such cases, the contribution of two other
mechanisms may become dominant – capture through
individual unbound levels (resonant capture, RC) and
direct electromagnetic transitions to bound levels (direct
capture, DC). It was shown through a simple analytical
model [13] that the DC contribution may dominate the
total cross section for nuclei with closed neutron shells or
those with a low neutron binding energy.
Global calculations of DC and RC cross sections are

very challenging because they require, as input, infor-
mation (excitation energies, spins, parities, partial and
total widths, spectroscopic factors, optical potential) on
the individual levels for every nucleus. The development
of theoretical tools to predict this level information for
unmeasured neutron-rich unstable nuclei is therefore a
crucial step towards improving estimates of neutron cap-
ture rates for r-process simulations. A recent study [14]
used HFB theory to make global predictions of level pro-
perties for DC calculations with the TALYS code. In
that study, it was found that the E2 and M1 components
are usually negligible with respect to the E1 contribution,
but that they can dominate the direct capture rate for
several hundred mid-shell nuclei. For simplicity, we con-
sider only E1 contributions in our neutron capture cross
section calculations for nuclei near closed shells.

Some previous attempts have used relativistic mean
field (RMF) theory to provide single particle (s.p.) levels
and one-neutron separation energies for calculations of
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neutron capture cross sections [8, 15]. Two features miss-
ing in these studies were consideration of pairing correla-
tions and the coupling of bound levels to resonant levels
in the continuum. The positive energy single-particle
resonant states play a critical role in the description of
exotic nuclei with small binding energies, because valence
nucleons can be readily scattered both into bound states
above the Fermi surface and into resonant states in the
continuum. It is known from previous studies [16, 17]
that consideration of the coupling and pairing correla-
tions can, in some cases, significantly influence predic-
tions of the location and properties of resonant levels
and the neutron capture threshold (i.e., the one neutron
separation energy). Therefore, they are crucial for de-
termining the neutron capture cross sections needed for
r-process simulations.

To address this, we used a microscopic covariant den-
sity functional theory based on an RMF approach with
contributions from resonant orbitals included via the
analytical continuation of the coupling constant (ACCC)
approach, and pairing correlations involved by the re-
sonant Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) approach. This
RMF+ACCC+BCS approach [18, 19], denoted by RAB
for simplicity below, was recently used to describe s.p.
levels in unstable nuclei including 131,133Sn [12], and the
p-wave halo nucleus 31Ne [16]. In the BCS approxima-
tion, a constant pairing strength is determined for each
nucleus by fitting the odd-even mass difference extracted
from a three-point formula for neutron pairs in a proce-
dure described in detail in Refs. [16, 19].

There are several advantages to this covariant density
functional RAB approach: self-consistent treatment of
resonant levels, auto-inclusion of spin-orbit coupling
interactions, use of a relativistic mean field model, and
pairing correlations. The RAB approach was developed
on the basis of the RMF theory [20], which provides suc-
cessful global calculations of many properties of exotic
nuclei [21–23] – including binding energies, charge radii,
and energies of bound levels. RMF models typically use
only 10 interaction parameters that are determined by
fits to finite nuclear properties. In this scheme, nuclear
structure for nuclei both near and far from β stability
can be reasonably well described [12, 16, 19, 24, 25].

We applied this microscopic covariant density
functional approach to calculate the energies and
properties of bound levels in three nuclei which have
low level densities, few or no resonances above thresh-
old, and existing experimental capture data: the double
closed shell nuclei 16O and 48Ca, and the neutron-rich
nucleus 36S. We then used the information for these lev-
els as inputs for the FRESCO reaction code [26] in which
radiative capture (direct capture for E1 transition) cross
sections are obtained by a one-step distorted-wave Born
approximation (DWBA) using an energy-dependent opti-
cal model potential (OMP) for scattering states [27]. The
s.p. level energies, normalized to one-neutron separation
energy, are crucial inputs for FRESCO, for which we used
three sources: available data [28]; RMF model predic-
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Fig. 1: (Color online) Direct neutron capture cross section
σDC for 16O(n,γ)17O. Full squares: experimentally measured
cross section [33]. Pink line: FRESCO calculations with s.p.
level energies from RAB approach. Green line: similarly but
with RMF s.p. level energy inputs. Black line: similar with
experimental level energies. KD optical potentials of scatter-
ing states are used with SF = 1.

tions; and our developed RAB approach [18] with the
NL3 effective interactions [29]. The FRESCO code inter-
nally optimizes Woods-Saxon shape potential to repro-
duce the input bound s.p. level energies. Spectroscopic
factors (SFs) are also crucial inputs for our calculations.
Generally, theoretical SFs are bigger than those obtained
from (d, p) reaction measurements, often approaching the
maximal value of 1.0, and we compared cross section pre-
dictions when both are available. For scattering states,
we used two popular OMPs: Koning-Delaroche (KD) [30]
and (for nuclei with mass greater than 40) Chapel Hill
(CH89) [31]. To build up a robust procedure, we com-
pared FRESCO cross section predictions using different
structure inputs to experimental capture cross section
data. This enabled us to determine a preferred approach
to predict DC cross sections on exotic nuclei near closed
shells for which no capture data σγ exist. We then tested
our procedure on 132Sn and compared our results to a re-
cent theoretical prediction since there is no σγ data for
this nucleus.

Our calculations for 16O are shown in Fig. 1 over
the energy range 10−3 MeV to 3 MeV of interest for
nuclear astrophysics. Here, we used SFs of 1.0 for in-

coming p-wave scattering state transitions to the 5
2

+

or 1
2

+
s.p. levels [32], and used the KD OMP to de-

scribe the scattering states. In our self-consistent RAB
calculations, we chose the pairing strength G = 20 to re-
produce a pairing gap of ∆ = 2.0MeV for 17O, and we de-
termined FRESCO inputs of s.p. level energies and one-
neutron separation energies from those s.p. levels within
the model. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that our σDC cal-
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Similar as Fig. 1, but for the 36S(n,γ)37S
reaction. Solid lines refer to the results of the FRESCO
code with SF = 1, dashed lines use SF from (d,p) measure-
ments [40]).

culations with the FRESCO code using structure infor-
mation from RAB and RMF approaches agree within 2σ
of experimental data [33]. Similar results are presented
in Ref. [14], in which HFB theory is used along with
the Bruyères-le-Châtel renormalization of the Jeukenne-
Lejeune-Mahaux (JLMB) optical potential. The direct
comparison of our predicted σDC with the experimen-
tally measured cross section σγ for 16O is validated by
the inapplicability of the statistical model for such low Z
nuclei (see, e.g., [8]).

We also used our approach to study neutron capture
cross section on the neutron-rich sulfur isotope 36S. This
reaction contributes significantly to the s-process nucle-
osynthesis in the S-Cl-Ar-Ca region [34], to inhomoge-
neous Big Bang scenarios [35, 36], and to the α-rich
freeze-out in core collapse supernovae [37–39]. The direct
capture cross section on 36S is considered a benchmark of
structure model input for calculations of neutron capture
on unstable nuclei in the r-process [15, 40].

Our σDC calculations for 36S(n,γ)37S are displayed in
Fig. 2 along with experimental σγ data [40]. The pairing
strength of G = 20 was used to reproduce a pairing gap
of ∆ = 1.2 MeV for 37S. Here we compared results with
theoretical SFs of 1.0 to those with SFs extracted from
(d,p) measurements [15]. This figure demonstrates that
the calculations with RAB inputs are closer to measured
σγ [40] than those from RMF inputs. This is likely due
to the consideration of resonant states and pairing cor-
relations between positive-energy (resonant) states and
negative-energy (bound) states for this exotic nucleus.
We surmise that proper descriptions of the pairing cor-
relations and resonant contributions for finite nuclei will
help better predict σDC for other exotic nuclei as well.
We note that the cross section enhancement near 198
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Fig. 3: (Color online) Similar as Fig. 2, but for the
48Ca(n,γ)49Ca reaction. Blue lines refer to the results with
CH89 optical potentials.

keV comes from resonant contributions [41] which were
not included in our σDC calculations.

We included direct capture into the 3
2

−
, 1

2

−
, and 7

2

−

s.p. levels in our RAB calculations; the main contri-

bution to σDC comes from the 3
2

−
level, with some

additional contribution from the 1
2

−
level and almost

none from the 7
2

−
level. We calculated the contribu-

tion from the statistical Hauser-Feshbach (HF) model
over the range of experimentally measured energies. The
total cross section – the sum of direct and compound
nuclear contributions – agrees well with the experimen-
tally measured values, and is comprised of approximately
60% direct and 40% compound contributions. The cor-
responding direct capture contributions σDC mentioned
above are calculated with RAB s.p. levels, the KD op-
tical potential, and SFs from (d,p) measurements. We
note that the total cross section over-predicts the exper-
imental values if σDC is calculated with theoretical SFs.

We carried out similar calculations for 48Ca(n,γ)49Ca,
one of the few nuclei in the mass range 36 - 66 where ex-
perimental σγ data exist. Knowledge of the cross sections
in this mass range is needed to help understand isotopic
anomalies of Ca-Al-rich inclusions of certain primitive
meteorites [42–44].

Our σDC calculations are shown in Fig. 3 along with
experimental data [28, 45]. Since the CH89 OMP was
developed for masses greater than 40, we compared
FRESCO calculations with CH89 and KD optical model
parameters. We used the pairing strength G = 20 to re-
produce a pairing gap of ∆ = 0.6 MeV for 49Ca in our
RAB calculations. We also compared results with SF =
1 and with SF extracted from (d,p) measurements [46].
The KD OMP clearly gives better agreement with mea-
sured σγ than does the CH89 OMP. This is caused by the
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Fig. 4: (Color online) Calculations of direct capture cross
sections for 132Sn(n,γ)133Sn and the individual level contri-
butions. Solid lines: FRESCO calculations with measured
s.p. level energy inputs with KD optical potential and SF=1.
Dashed lines: σDC from Ref. [48].

imaginary part of the CH89 OMP being larger than that
in the KD OMP, resulting in a larger absorption and a
smaller σγ . The predictions with SF = 1 are again closer
to measured σγ values. From the contributions of each
orbital, we find that E1 transitions from incoming s-wave

scattering state to the 1
2

−
and 3

2

−
s.p. levels dominate

σDC, with a significantly smaller contribution for tran-

sitions from the d-wave scattering state to the 5
2

−
s.p.

level. We estimated the contribution of the statistical
process for neutron capture on 48Ca at these energies and
found it to be approximately 10%, validating the direct
comparison of our predicted σDC with the experimentally
measured cross section σγ for this nucleus.

We then followed the approach described above to cal-
culate σDC on the unstable nucleus 132Sn relevant for
the r-process. The double magic nature of 132Sn was
recently determined from the strong s. p. levels (with
SFs near 1.0) measured by the 132Sn(d,p) reaction [47].
Since there are no experimental σγ data for 132Sn, we
compared our predictions to a recent theoretical study
of σDC which determined real potentials for each orbital
by fitting the measured s.p. level energies [48]. We first
used experimental s.p. level energies and the KD OMP
to evaluate σDC and the components from each orbital
with the same assumption of SF = 1 used in Ref. [48]. As
clearly shown in Fig. 4, our predictions reasonably agree
with those of Ref. [48]. We then used a pairing strength
of G = 12 to reproduce a pairing gap of ∆ = 0.3 MeV
for 133Sn in our RAB calculations (Fig. 5). We found

that the E1 transitions to the 3
2

−
and 1

2

−
s.p. levels

in 133Sn dominate the capture cross section at low ener-

gies. Above 0.7 MeV, the E1 transition to the 7
2

−
level
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Fig. 5: (Color online) Calculations of direct capture cross sec-
tions for 132Sn(n,γ)133Sn by different approaches with SF=1.
Black solid line: FRESCO calculations with measured s.p.
level energy inputs with KD optical potential. Black dashed
line: FRESCO calculations with measured s.p. level energy
inputs with CH89 optical potential. Pink line: FRESCO cal-
culations with RAB s.p. level energy inputs with KD optical
potential. Blue line: FRESCO calculations with RAB s.p.
level energy inputs with CH89 optical potential. Green line:
σDC from Ref. [48].

become comparable with that to the 1
2

−
level. The pre-

dictions of Ref. [48] (non-solid lines in Figs. 4 and 5) are
slightly higher than our predictions with KD OPM, and
are likely due to the different potentials for scattering
and using different codes for the calculations. To deter-
mine the spread of σDC values for 132Sn(n,γ)133Sn, we
compared predictions using different combinations of en-
ergy levels (RAB or experimental) and OMP (KD and
CH89); our results are shown in Fig. 5. The trend of the
σDC curves are similar for all cases and the prediction
of RAB using KD OMP (pink solid line) lies between
the prediction of Ref. [48] and our calculation using ex-
perimental s.p. levels with the KD OMP at r-process
energies. All predictions give σDC ≈ 0.05 - 0.1 mbarn
for 132Sn(n,γ)133Sn for the neutrons in the energy range
relevant for the r-process. The variation of σDC between
the four cases shown in Fig. 5 is less than a factor of two.
In summary, we utilized the FRESCO code with

different structure inputs – s.p. levels frommeasurements
and from RMF and RAB calculations – in order to build
up a robust procedure to predict σDC for unstable nuclei
near closed neutron shells which are crucial for r-process
simulations. We found that for exotic nuclei, pairing cor-
relations significantly change our σDC predictions, as ex-
emplified by 36S(n,γ)37S. We also found that the contri-
bution from the direct capture mechanism is compara-
ble to that from the compound nuclear mechanism for
this particular exotic nucleus. The KD optical poten-
tial, when combined with the covariant density functional
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RAB approach, gives a better description than does the
CH89 optical potential. Our approach gives compara-
ble results to those from a non-relativistic HFB calcu-
lation with the JLMB optical potential [14]. For those
nuclei in which s.p. levels are measured from experi-
ments, our FRESCO calculations using existing s.p. level
energies and the KD OMP inputs give results that agree
reasonably well with the measured σγ . The procedure
we developed works well for 16O(n,γ)17O, 36S(n,γ)37S
and 48Ca(n,γ)49Ca. Based on this, we recommend us-
ing the FRESCO code with RAB s.p. level energies and
KD OMP inputs for exotic nuclei where s.p. levels and
σγ have not been measured. Our future efforts will in-
clude the incorporation of resonant capture and the use
of a deformed covariant density functional model with

resonant contributions and pairing correlations, in order
to describe neutron capture reactions on 58,62Ni [49, 50]
and other exotic Sn isotopes.
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